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This study compares the performance of hybrid ensemble transform Kalman Blter – three dimensional
variational data assimilation (HYBRID) system and three dimensional variational (3DVAR) data
assimilation system in Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF) in simulating tropical cyclones
(TC) formed over the Bay of Bengal. An Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter (ETKF) system updates the
ensemble system that provides Cow-evolving background error covariance for HYBRID data assimilation
system. Results indicate that use of Cow-evolving ensemble error covariance in 3DVAR system has
systematically reduced the TC position and intensity errors in the analysis; however, adding more weights
to the ensemble error covariance term in 3DVAR cost function has not made any significant impact. The
3DVAR analysis depicts a stronger TC vortex with a well pronounced warm core structure as compared
to that in HYBRID analysis. The forecasts from HYBRID analysis outperform that from 3DVAR in
reducing TC track forecast error. The relative improvement in TC landfall position is 43% and 49% for
variously conBgured HYBRID experiments. The forecasts initiated from HYBRID analysis has higher
skill in quantitative precipitation forecasts during TC landfall compared to 3DVAR, which may be
attributed to improved track prediction in the HYBRID experiments.
Keywords. Data assimilation; tropical cyclones; Bay of Bengal; WRF; HYBRID 3DVAR.

1. Introduction
Though, the use of numerical weather prediction
(NWP) models for the prediction of tropical
cyclones (TCs) began quite early (e.g., Ooyama
1969), the forecast skill with necessary accuracy
still remains a challenge. A major reason for forecast errors with NWP models is inaccurate initial
conditions (Kalnay 2003). As the TCs originate

over the oceans, where direct in-situ observations
are sparse or absent, the generation of accurate
initial conditions for NWP models is challenging as
well as difBcult task. One of the most eAective ways
for improving the TC forecasts is employing an
advanced data assimilation (DA) system for
incorporating observations while making initial
conditions. Advanced DA techniques employed
in NWP models are found to be eAective in
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prescribing accurate initial state of the system
(Brennan et al. 2009; Hsiao et al. 2012; Schwartz
et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2013; Counillon et al. 2014;
Fierro et al. 2015; Rakesh and Goswami 2015;
Zhang et al. 2015).
Variational DA systems are being used in NWP
centers for operational weather forecasting (Parrish and Derber 1992; Lorenc et al. 2000; Kleist
et al. 2009). The background error covariance in
the three-dimensional variational (3DVAR) DA
system is static and lacks the information about
the ‘errors of the day’ (Barker 2005). Therefore,
the observations assimilated will make local, isotropic increment without proper Cow dependent
extrapolation. On the other hand, advanced DA
algorithms like Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF;
Houtekamer and Mitchell 2001) provides Cowdependent background error covariance (BEC)
information that is estimated from the ensemble of
nonlinear model forecasts. The ensemble covariance assigns appropriate weight to the observation
information depending on the Cow of the day. The
major disadvantage of using an ensemble-based
DA system is the sampling error associated with it,
as the BEC matrix is estimated from a Bnite
sample of forecast scenarios. Incorporating Cowdependent ensemble BEC in a variational DA
framework has several beneBts as compared to a
standalone EnKF DA system (Campbell et al.
2010; Wang 2010). The hybrid ensemble – 3DVAR
DA method (hereafter HYBRID) incorporates the
background error information from static as well as
Cow evolving ensemble based BEC. The use of
static BEC minimizes the damaging impact of
sampling errors in the ensemble BEC due to limited ensemble size. Compared to EnKF methods,
HYBRID DA system is computationally less
expensive as it improves the state of the system
with relatively smaller ensemble size. The eAectiveness of HYBRID DA system in improving the
NWP forecasts are well documented (Buehner
2005; Kleist and Ide 2015; Kutty and Wang 2015).
Assimilation of remote sensing observations
using EnKF DA system using BEC, which takes
into account the Cow-dependent forecast uncertainties, found to improve the forecast as compared
to that using static BEC (Rubin et al. 2017).
Incorporating the ensemble BEC, which is consistent with the Cow of the day in a DA system can
eAectively propagate observation information to
correct background TC forecast (Torn and Hakim
2009; Wang et al. 2013). Further, DA systems with
Cow-evolving BEC, compute the cross variable
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covariance and therefore update the TC core and
its environment in a dynamically consistent way.
The HYBRID DA system produced dramatic
improvements in the forecasts of TC and its environment over Atlantic and PaciBc oceans as compared to its 3DVAR counterpart (Wang 2011; Li
et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2016; Lu et al. 2017).
The prescription of static background error
statistics in traditional 3DVAR DA methods is
found to be critical in improving the model performance over the data sparse Northern Indian
Ocean (NIO) region (Routray et al. 2010, 2016;
Rakesh and Goswami 2011; Dhanya and Chandrasekar 2016). Although the eAectiveness of static
BEC in variational data assimilation system have
been discussed in the previous studies, the one that
explored the impact of Cow-dependent ensemble
covariance in the 3DVAR DA system for TC
forecast over the NIO is limited (Kutty et al. 2017;
Jayakrishnan et al. 2020). Since the error growth
dynamics behave differently in different Cow
regimes, the eAect of Cow-dependent error covariance in a DA system may show variations in various regional subdomains. In this study, we attempt
to provide a statistical evaluation of Bay of Bengal
TC forecasts with a limited area model, initialized
from 3DVAR and HYBRID DA systems with Cowevolving, ensemble based BEC. This paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 gives the description of the model and experimental design. Section 3 describes the major results and section 4
summarizes the results.

2. Data and methodology
2.1 Model used
Advanced Weather Research and Forecast (ARWWRF) model (version 3.6.1) is employed in this
study. The model conBguration and parameterization schemes chosen for the study are shown in
table 1. Two-way interacting nested domains with
horizontal grid spacing of 27 and 9 km is used. The
domain conBguration is shown in Bgure 1. The
24th hour forecasted Belds from National Center
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global
Forecast System (GFS) is used for deriving model
initial as well as boundary conditions for different
experiments. Conventional in-situ observations
and satellite-derived wind observations available
from the Global Telecommunication System (GTS)
are assimilated at every 12-hr interval for 48-hr
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Table 1. Model conBgurations used for the simulations.
Model conBgurations
Parameterization schemes
Microphysics
Planetary boundary layer
Land surface model
Radiation: longwave
Radiation: shortwave
Model domain
Outer
Inner
Map projection

WRF single moment class 5 scheme
Yonsei University Scheme
UniBed Noah LSM
Rapid radiative transfer model
Dudhia scheme
27 km horizontal resolution with 350 grid points each
in x and y directions
9 km horizontal resolution with 370 grid points each
in x and y directions
Vertical – 36 non-uniform eta levels
Lambert conformal

Figure 1. Two-way nested domains used for WRF simulations. The outer and inner domains have spatial resoultions of 27 and
9 km, respectively.

duration prior to the free forecast (i.e., the period
over which the model integration is performed
without any further assimilation of observations)
(table 2). The assimilated observations included
surface pressure, temperature, speciBc humidity
and wind observations from surface synoptic
observation, buoys, ships, radiosonde, aircraft routine weather report, and wind reports from satellites. Figure 2 gives a snap-shot of the distribution

of observations over the study domain. Observation
preprocessing is done identically for HYBRID and
3DVAR experiments and data is assimilated in the
outer 27 km resolution domain. Observation errors
are obtained from the NCEP statistics and are
assumed to be uncorrelated. The initial ensemble
perturbations are generated by taking random perturbations drawn from static BEC of the WRF
3DVAR DA system (e.g., Barker 2005). The present
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Table 2. Tropical cyclone cases are considered in this study. Free forecast (the period over which the model integration is
performed without any further assimilation of observations) is initiated after data assimilation for duration of 48 hr (12-hr
assimilation cycle) for all the cyclone cases.

TC
name

Duration of data
assimilation (assimilation
performed at
every 12-hr intervals)

Duration of
free forecast

Observed
maximum
sustained surface
wind speed (kt)

1

Hudhud

00 UTC 08–10 Oct 2014

00 UTC 10–12 Oct 2014

100

2

Jal

00 UTC 04–06 Nov 2010

00 UTC 06–08 Nov 2010

60

3

Lehar

00 UTC 24–26 Nov 2013

00 UTC 26–28 Nov 2013

75

4

Nargis

00 UTC 01–03 May 2008

90

5

Phailin

00 UTC 29 Apr–01 May
2008
00 UTC 08–10 Oct 2013

00 UTC 10–12 Oct 2013

115

6

Thane

00 UTC 26–28 Dec 2011

00 UTC 28–30 Dec 2011

75

7

Sidr

00 UTC 11–13 Nov 2007

00 UTC 13–15 Nov 2007

115

8

Vardah

00 UTC 08–10 Dec 2016

00 UTC 10–12 Dec 2016

70

Case

study used a total of 75 ensemble member forecasts
to generate error covariance statistics for the Hybrid
DA system.

2.2 Experimental design
A set of eight landfalling TCs are considered to
study the role of Cow-dependent BEC in 3DVAR
DA system. Table 2 shows the details of the TC
cases considered in this study and the duration of
model simulations carried out in each case. The
observed tracks of the TCs from Joint Typhoon
Warning Center (JTWC) and India Meteorology
Department (IMD) are shown in Bgure 3. The
observed tracks from the JTWC and IMD are quite
similar in most cases. The cyclone cases are selected in such a way that they are of different intensity categories and followed diverse tracks before
making landfall. All the TCs have its origin in the
Bay of Bengal and moves in typical north-westward direction, except the cyclone Nargis. Three
experiments are conducted for each cyclone cases.
The Brst experiment, denoted as 3DVAR, assimilated observations using the traditional 3DVAR
DA system, which used a static BEC. The second
experiment (HYBRID50) used Cow-dependent
ensemble BEC and the observations are assimilated with 50% weights each given to ensemble
covariance and static BEC. The third experiment

Category
of cyclone
Extremely severe
cyclonic storm
Severe super
cyclonic storm
Very severe
cyclonic storm
Extremely severe
cyclonic storm
Extremely severe
cyclonic storm
Very severe
cyclonic storm
Extremely severe
cyclonic storm
Very severe
cyclonic storm

(HYBRID75) assimilated observations with 75%
weights given to Cow-dependent ensemble BEC
and 25% weights assigned to static BEC.
3. Results and discussion
The impact of Cow-dependent BEC in the DA
system is quantiBed by computing simulated track
and intensity errors in terms of TC position, minimum sea level pressure (MSLP) and maximum
wind speed (MWSP) and comparing it with the
observed best track from JTWC. Statistical significance of the results is ensured by resampling the
data distribution 10,000 times using the bootstrap
resampling technique. The relative impact of the
DA systems on simulated rainfall distribution is
examined by verifying model results with Tropical
Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) observations.
3.1 Analyzed TC position and intensity
Figure 4 shows the absolute errors of analyzed
track and intensity for all the eight TCs considered
in this study with the 3DVAR, HYBRID50, and
HYBRID75. The results suggest that the initial
TCs positions have considerably improved in the
analysis of both the HYBRID experiments as
compared to the 3DVAR analysis; the position
errors are found to be less in HYBRID than in
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Figure 2. Various observations used in the assimilation system in present study. As an example, a snapshot of observations
available at 00 UTC 8 October 2014 is shown.

3DVAR analysis for seven out of eight cases
examined. Between the two HYBRID analyses, no
clear advantage is visible for one over the other, in
terms of reduction in the initial position error. The
HYBRID experiments have a clear edge over
3DVAR in analyzing the wind speed in four out
eight cases and for rest of the cases, the errors are
more or less similar except one. Satellite radiance
has already been shown to have significant impact
on the track and intensity forecast of tropical
cyclones (add a reference), as it provides information over data sparse regions of oceans. In this
study, we have assimilated only the conventional
observations and the performance of HYBRID
experiments may further improve when satellite
radiance observations are also assimilated. Similarly, the errors in MSLP are less in HYBRID
experiments compared to 3DVAR for majority of
the cases. Having said this, the intensity of tropical
cyclones is strongly tied to its inner core processes.

Figure 5 shows the analysis error averaged
over all the cases which indicates a 22% and 20%
TC position error reduction for HYBRID50 and
HYBRID75 experiments, respectively, when
compared to 3DVAR. Similarly, the relative
improvements for TC MWSP are 15% and 17%
while the same for MSLP are 9% and 17% for
HYBRID50 and HYBRID75 experiments, respectively (Bgure 5). It is observed that HYBRID
method outperformed 3DVAR in analyzing the
initial position, MWSP, and MSLP. Furthermore,
the improvement in the HYBRID analysis is more
prominent in the initial position than in intensity,
as compared to 3DVAR analysis. The intensity of
tropical cyclones is strongly tied to its inner core
processes. The resolution of model forecast used in
this study is not at convection-permitting resolution. This can be one possible reason for relatively
less improvement in analysing intensity with data
assimilation. The HYBRID75 shows modest
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Figure 3. The JTWC best track of eight tropical cyclones considered in the study.

Figure 4. Analysis error in track (left), MWSP (middle) and MSLP (right) averaged over all the DA cycles from different
assimilation experiments for individual tropical cyclone cases.

improvement over HYBRID50 in analyzing TC
MWSP and MSLP; however, analyzed TC initial
position is better in HYBRID50 as compared to
HYBRID75. The HYBRID50 experiments assign
50% weight to static and 50% weights to Cow
dependent BEC in 3DVAR cost function. The
Cow-dependent BEC is computed from a set of
limited ensemble members and therefore it is
proned to have sampling errors. The incorporation
of static BEC ameliorates the sampling errors in

the Cow-dependent BEC calculation from ensembles, which could be a possible reason for
improvements in HYBRID50 experiment. In general, improvements are noticed in the initial
position and intensity of TCs, when Cow-dependent BEC is used in the 3DVAR DA system.
Further, to understand the factors that contributed to the differences in track position and
intensity among the experiments, the analyzed
TC structure is examined.
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Figure 5. The analysis error in the (a) initial position (b) MWSP, and (c) MSLP from the analysis averaged over all the cyclones
and DA cycles. The light grey, dark grey and black colours represent the 3DVAR, HYBRID50 and HYBRID75 experiments,
respectively. The error bars represent 5th and 95th percentiles determined from bootstrap resampling.

Figure 6. Composite of analyzed mean sea level pressure for all the tropical cyclone cases. The composite is made of averaging all
the cases for a 15 9 15 box, around the centre of the tropical cyclone.

3.2 Analyzed TC structure
Figure 6 shows the average MSLP for all the 8
TCs over a 15 9 15 box around the TC center.
The 3DVAR analysis depicts a stronger vortex
(higher intensity) as compared to HYBRID50 and
HYBRID75 experiments. While 3DVAR analyzes
a pressure drop even below 980 hPa, both the
HYBRID experiments depict MSLP values above
986 hPa. Figure 7 shows the vertical cross-section
of horizontal wind speed overlaid with potential
temperature for all the three experiments.
The downward bending of the potential temperature contours indicates the existence of warm
core structure. Though the potential temperature contours extrude downwards in all the
three experiments, the downward bending is

prominent in 3DVAR than in HYBRID analysis,
especially beyond 400 hPa. Furthermore, in
3DVAR experiment, magnitude of wind speed on
both the sides of TC composite is larger than
those in HYBRID50 and HYBRID75 experiments.
Consistent with the result obtained in the previous section, 3DVAR analyzes a stronger and
warmer TC core compared to HYBRID analyses.
Between the HYBRID experiments, HYBRID75
analysis depicts a weaker TC in terms of potential
temperature and horizontal wind speed, as compared to HYBRID50 analysis. Though, the differences among the experiments are seen
throughout the model vertical levels, stronger
impacts are seen at lower levels, which could be
due to assimilation of larger number of observations at surface levels.
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Figure 7. Composite of vertical structure averaged for all the tropical cyclone cases in terms of wind speed (shaded) and
potential temperature (K; contour). The composite is averaged over all latitudes in a 15 9 15 box, from the centre of the
tropical cyclone.

3.3 Forecasted track and intensity
To understand how the differences in the analyses
contribute to the model forecasts, deterministic
free forecasts are initialized from the last DA cycle
of each experiment (table 2). The forecasts of all
the TCs are carried out until it made the landfall.
Figure 8 represents averaged track error, MSLP
and MWSP for all the eight cases considered in this
study. Figure 8(a) shows that HYBIRD experiments outperform 3DVAR in simulating TC tracks
during all the forecast hours. The track errors are
325, 182 and 173 km for 3DVAR, HYBRID50 and
HYBRID75 experiments, respectively, when averaged over all the forecast times. The smaller error
bars in HYBRID as compared to 3DVAR also
indicate that improvement due to Cow-dependent
BEC is statistically significant. In contrast to the
TC track prediction, HYBRID experiments do not
show substantial improvement in MWSP prediction, except marginal improvement seen during the
initial forecast hours particularly for HYBRID75
experiment (Bgure 8b). The relative improvement
in MWSP forecast compared to 3DVAR is 9% and
22% for HYBRID50 and HYBRID75 experiments,
respectively. The forecast errors in MSLP from
different experiments do not show significant differences among themselves for most of forecast
intervals (Bgure 8c).
Figure 9 shows forecast errors of TC position,
MSLP and MWSP at the time of landfall for
3DVAR, HYBRID50 and HYBRID75 experiments. The position error averaged over all the
cases at the time of landfall is 430 km for 3DVAR

experiment, while that for HYBRID50 and
HYBRID75 are 243 and 219 km, respectively. The
relative improvement in TC position during landfall is 43% and 49% for HYBRID50 and
HYBRID75 as compared to 3DVAR (Bgure 9a).
However, the HYBRID DA system does not have
significant advantage over 3DVAR DA system in
TC intensity (MWSP and MSLP) forecast during
landfall (Bgure 9b, c). In general, the larger error
bars in 3DVAR compared to HYBRID indicate
higher uncertainties in TC landfall forecast with
3DVAR DA system.

3.4 Rainfall validation
The equitable threat score (ETS) is used to
evaluate the skill of quantitative precipitation
forecast. The ETS uses a contingency table to classify
precipitation values at each observation and model
grid point into four mutually exclusive categories
such as total number of correct forecasts (hits),
incorrect forecast of occurrence (misses), incorrect
forecast of non-occurrence (false alarm) and correct
forecast of non-occurrence (correct rejections). The
ETS generally used in conjunction with bias score,
as it does not distinguish the true signal of forecast
skill at higher intensity threshold. Figure 10 shows
the ETS from different experiments for individual
TCs for 24 hr accumulated precipitation during TC
landfall. In general, rainfall forecast skill is relatively higher for those cyclones which follows typical north-westward track compared to those
followed a different track. The skill scores obtained
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Figure 8. Mean forecast errors of (a) track position, (b) MWSP, and (c) MSLP at different forecast intervals. The light black,
pink and blue colours represent the 3DVAR, HYBRID50 and HYBRID75 experiments, respectively. The error bars represent 5th
and 95th percentiles determined from bootstrap resampling. The number in bracket (a, top panel) shows the number of cases
available for validation at that particular forecast time.

Figure 9. The forecast error during landfall in the (a) TC position, (b) MWSP, and (c) MSLP for different experiments averaged
over all the cyclone cases. The light grey, dark grey and black colours represent the 3DVAR, HYBRID50 and HYBRID75
experiments, respectively. The error bars represent 5th and 95th percentiles determined from bootstrap resampling.

for HYBRID50 and HYBRID75 experiments are
higher than 3DVAR in most of the cyclone cases
for all rainfall thresholds. The improvement in the
precipitation is partially due to the position accuracy in the prediction of landfall, when using Cowdependent BEC in the DA system. The ETS values
slightly decrease with increase of rainfall threshold,
which is consistent with many previous studies (Le
Duc et al. 2013). Bias scores having values less

(greater) than 1.0 indicate the tendency of model
to underpredict (overpredict) the precipitation
values. In general, WRF model overpredicted
rainfall for majority of cyclone cases at different
rainfall thresholds (not shown). Consistent with
the low ETS values, overprediction of rainfall is
very high in the case of cyclone Thane; it may be
noted that Thane cyclone followed an unconventional track (slight south-westward) during the
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Figure 10. The equitable threat scores for 24-hr accumulated precipitation forecasts prior to the landfall of tropical cyclones.
(a) Hudhud, (b) Jal, (c) Lehar, (d) Nargis, (e) Phailin, (f) Sidr, (g) Thane, and (h) Vardah. The light grey, dark grey and black
colours represent the 3DVAR, HYBRID50 and HYBRID75 experiments, respectively.

Figure 11. The mean skill scores for past 24-hr accumulated precipitation forecast from the landfall of tropical cyclones; (a) ETS
and (b) Bias score. The light grey, dark grey and black colours represent the 3DVAR, HYBRID50 and HYBRID75 experiments,
respectively.

later stages just before landfall; however, assimilation using Cow-dependent BEC significantly
reduced bias in rainfall forecast. The ETS values
averaged over all the tropical cyclones show
improvement in rainfall forecast skill at all
thresholds when HYBRID DA system is employed
in place of 3DVAR and improvement is seen to be
higher with HYBRID 50 experiment compared to
HYBRID75 (Bgure 11a). The average bias scores
values also indicate overprediction of rainfall over
the veriBcation domain in HYBRID and 3DVAR
experiments and bias increases with rainfall
thresholds (Bgure 11b). Figures 12 and 13 depicts

the spatial distribution of 24 hr accumulated
precipitation overlaid with MSLP for individual
TCs. The results also substantiate that the
HYBRID experiments show substantial improvements as compared to 3DVAR in terms of spatial
distribution of precipitation.

4. Conclusion
This study examines the eAectiveness of Cowdependent BEC in a 3DVAR data assimilation
frame work in the forecast of tropical cyclones
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Figure 12. The spatial distribution of 24-hr accumulated precipitation forecast for tropical cyclones Hudhud, Lehar, Jal and
Nargis overlaid with MSLP contours.

formed over the Bay of Bengal. The hybrid
ETKF-3DVAR and 3DVAR data assimilation
systems available in WRF data assimilation suit
are utilized to explore the impact of Cow-dependent BEC in variational data assimilation methods. Eight land falling TCs of various intensities

formed over the Bay of Bengal are considered and
the results from the two state-of-the-art data
assimilation systems are intercompared and veriBed against the JTWC best track data and
TRMM precipitation observations. The main
conclusions are summarized as follows:
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Figure 13. Same as in Bgure 12, but for tropical cyclones Phailin, Thane, Sidr and Vardah overlaid with MSLP contours.

• The HYBRID experiments analyzed the TC position and intensity significantly better compared to
3DVAR DA system. The HYBIRD75 has marginal
improvements over HYBRID50, in terms of reduction in analyzed TC position and intensity errors.
• The 3DVAR analysis depicts a stronger vortex
and a prominent warm core TC structure as

compared to HYBRID50 and HYBRID75 experiments. The TC structure tends to weaken in
HYBRID75 as compared to HYBRID50.
• The errors in track forecast and landfall position
of TC is smaller with HYBRID as compared to
3DVAR experiment. In contrast, intensity forecast shows no substantial improvement with
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HYBRID DA having Cow-dependent ETKF
ensemble covariance as opposed to 3DVAR with
static covariance.
• The skill scores of quantitative precipitation
forecast obtained for HYBRID50 and
HYBRID75 experiments are higher than
3DVAR in most of the cyclone cases for all
rainfall thresholds. The relative improvement in
precipitation forecasts in HYBRID experiments
compared to 3DVAR can be attributed to
improved TC track prediction in HYBRID DA
system.
• Similar to the Bnding of Wang et al. (2013), BEC
weightings found to have limited sensitivity in
HYBRID analysis and forecast. Future works
will compare the performance of hybrid ensemble-variational data assimilation system with
more advanced data assimilation systems such
as 4DVAR, for the TC forecasts over the Bay
of Bengal. The performance of Cow-dependent
ensemble covariance can be improved by
accounting the model imperfections to the
ensemble conBguration. Future study in this
direction is warranted. Additionally, the performance of the data assimilation systems needs to
be tested for high-resolution conBgurations to
get more insights into the relatively lower
impact of Cow-dependent BEC in TC intensity
prediction.
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